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ABSTRACT. The paper or which this is an extended abstract reviews theoretical ro rmulations ror fl ow and air
borne powder-snow avalanches. First powder-snow avalanches a re considered as plane turbulent grav ity currents. 
Then we propose a two-phase model describing powder-snow avalanches as turbulent binary mixtures o r snow 
granules and air. An analogy is postulated between flow ava lanches and the rapid shear fl ow or granul a r materials 
which leads to a non-polar continuum with microstructu re taking into account the fluctu ati on energy of the snow 
granules. 

RESUME. DYl1amique des avalanches. Aperqll des exp eriences et 1I10dides th iwriqlles COI1Cel'llallt les 
avalanches co/dal1les et pOlldreuses . Cette publication es t un resume detaill i: de I'a rticle publie par Scheiwiller et 
Huller (1982). Un apercyu des theories pour decrire des ava lanches coulantes et des ava lanches poudreuses y est 
donne. D'abord les avalanches poudreuses sont considerees cO lllllle courants de densite turbulents. Ensuite une 
theorie biphasique est proposee, les avalanches poudreuses etant des melanges bin aires turbulents de neige et d'a ir. 
Une analogie est postulee entre les ava lanches coul antes et les couranrs visq ueux rapides d'un granul a t. ce qui 
Illene it un continuum non polaire avec microstructure, tenant compte de I'energie de flu ctuation des pa rti cules de 
neige. 

ZUSAMM ENFA SSUNG. L all'illelldy namik. Oberblick libel' £xperilllellle IlIId theor etische M odelle 1'0 // Fliess
IIl1d Staubla lVillen. Die vo rliegende Publika tion ist eine erweiterte Zusamlllenfass ung ei ner Arbeit vo n Sc heiwill er 
und Hutter ( 1982), in der eine Obersicht liber theoreti che Modelle fUr Fliess- und Staubl awinen gegeben wird. 
Zuerst werden Staublawinen als turbulente Schwerkraftstro me betrachtet. Da nn wird ein Zweiph asenmodell 
vorgeschlagen, welches Staublawinen a ls turbulentc Bin li rmi schungen aus Schneeparti keln und Luft besc hreibl. 
Flir die Fliesslawinen wird eine An alogie mit der raschen Scherstro lllung granul a rer Materialicn pos tuli ert, was zu 
einem nicht-polaren Kontinuulll mit Mikros truktur fiihrt , di e der Fluktuationsbewegung der Schneepartikcl 
Rechnung tragI. 

THIS abstract summarizes a report on avalanche dynamics which has been written in 
German by Scheiwiller and Hutter (I982) and which will not be published in another form, but 
can be obtained on request from the Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau, Hydrologie und 
Glaziologie. It deals with theoretical formulations which have been proposed as suitable models 
for flow avalanches and for air-borne powder-snow avalanches or are thought to be appropriate 
for the description of these. 

Part A deals with powder-snow avalanches, First, Voellmy's model equations (Voellmy, 
1953), which were derived by analogy with hydraulic channel theory , are discussed, Then, 
Tochon-Danguy's and Beghin's models are introduced (Tochon-Danguy, unpublished; Beghin, 
unpublished). In these formulations avalanches are considered as turbulent gravity currents. 
Tochon-Danguy distinguishes two different flow regimes, namely the case of a gravity current 
that is fed continuously from a reservoir (long gravity current), or the movement of a fixed 

* This paper summarizes a fuller report (Scheiwiller and Huller, 1982) which is obtainable from the authors' 
institution on request and of which copies have been deposited fo r archi va l purposes with th e World Data Centres ror 
Glaciology in Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. , in Moscow, U.S.S.R. , and in Cambridge, Engl and. 
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amount of turbidized snow down a slope (short gravity current). Either of these two idealized 
flow regimes represents some features of a real powder-snow avalanche. The short gravity 
current model could be a suitable formulation for the motion of the head of the avalanche (if 
snow entrainment from the ground is neglected), while the long gravity current model could 
describe the movement of the tail of the avalanche body. In the final section of Part A powder
snow avalanches are considered as binary mixtures of air and solid snow granules moving down
slope as a two-phase gravity current. This leads to momentum and mass-balance equations for 
both snow and air separately which include in the model the possibility of the settlement of snow 
particles. The need for a formulation with two momentum equations is seen very easily, as a 
classical diffusion model with two continuity but one momentum equation allows a diffusion and 
thus a decrease of tracer concentration only ; the sedimentation process leads to a local increase, 
however. As in most boundary-layer theories, the local balance equations are integrated 
vertically over the boundary-layer thickness, which in our case is the avalanche height. In order 
not to loose all information about the density and velocity profiles by this integration, the method 
of weighted residuals (Kantorovich and Krylov , 1936) is used. The problem of a plane steady 
gravity current, or more precisely, steady motion in the long gravity current flow regime leads in 
this integration scheme to a spatially one-dimensional description by ordinary differential 
equations which can be solved numerically with whatever ODE-integrator is available. The 
model equations are such that any topography can be accounted for. One of the most important 
terms in this two-phase model is a transfer term which couples the momentum balances of air 
and snow. This term describes interphase friction and seems to be crucial to the powder-snow 
avalanche process. 

Part B deals with flo w avalanches. An analogy is postulated between flow avalanches and 
rapid shear flow of granular materials. Thus the movement of a dense mass of hard snow 
granules is analysed. The difference between the formulations for powder-snow and flow 
avalanches consists in neglecting the effect of the surrounding air for the latter. Here the 
interaction between the granu les is now all-important. Hence this model could also be suitable 
for the description of rock avalanches, ice avalanches, mud flow, flow of sand , etc . The 
experimental observations that have been made by Bagnold (1954) and others are discussed, in 
particular Couette and Poiseuille flow and plane shear flow down a chute. Next, continuum
mechanical formulations are presented which conform with these experimental facts. It is shown 
that a theory consisting of the mechanical balance equations of mass and momentum alone is in 
certain cases self-contradictory, no matter how sophisticated the constitutive law for the stress 
tensor might be. Hence, an equation taking into account microstructural effects is needed. Thus, 
in order to obtain a consistent theory the "classical" balance equations are complemented by a 
balance law for the fluctuation · energy of the snow granules. Its origin lies in the interparticle 
collisions. The balance equations for the mean fields are derived in the same way as those in a 
turbulent medium by splitting up the field values into a mean and a fluctuating part and then 
averaging the equations. The balance equation for the fluctuation energy emerges as the 
contracted averaged velocity moment of the momentum equation. The closure of the set of 
differential equations requires not only constitutive laws for a stress tensor, but also for the flux 
and the dissipation of fluctuation energy. There are suggestions for these constitutive laws based 
on analogies with turbulence theory. A clear and systematic derivation , however, requires the use 
of methods of statistical physics. The model presented is based upon the statistics of identical. 
ha rd, spinless spheres, and the derivation of the constitutive relations is similar to that in the 
kinetic theory of gases. It leads to a classical non-polar continuum with microstructure, the only 
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free parameters being the particle diameter, the coefficient of restitution (describing the " amount 
of inelasticity of the particle collisions", and a third parameter which is a measure for the 
anisotropy of the statistical two-particle distribution function (Jenkins and Savage, in press). 

There exist formulations for the movement of granular materials which take into account the 
microstructural effects by a balance law for the volume fraction occupied by the granules rather 
than one for the A uctuation energy (Goodman and Cowin, 1972). These theories have less 
physical evidence and, judging by the results, seem to be less useful than models which apply the 
balance equation for the Auctuation energy. 

In the final section it is demonstrated how complex a mathematical model must be which 
incorporates the spin exchange of the particles during collisions (Kanatani , 1979). The structure 
of these models is that of polar continua. It might be necessary for wet Aow avalanches to be 
described by such a polar model. 

M S. received 6 September 1982 
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